
Healthy Home Checklist for Your 
Renovation or New Build

Room by room healthy home design strategies  to include in 
your new home or renovation project.

ENTRYWAY

KITCHEN

LIVING ROOM

Use exterior and interior entrance mats to stop toxic dirt before it enters the home

Provide a bench or other seating to easily remove shoes after entering

Large shoe storage area - There will always be more shoes than you think at your door 
and you want plenty of room to alleviate entryway clutter

Drop Zone - Countertop or desk to drop the items you are carrying in and drawers to 
store mail / phone charger / keys to reduce clutter

Choose a ceramic or porcelain tile with a high coeffi  cient of friction to prevent slips 
when the fl oor is wet

Multiple prep zones: Encourage family cooking involvement by creating space for mul-
tiple people to be a part of dinner prep, include a 3 to 4 foot length of counter for easy 
veggie prep and place next to compost bin for easy disposal

Provide a shelf or counter area for pots of fresh herbs to encourage fresh, healthy eating

Select solid wood cabinets to avoid formaldehyde and improve indoor air quality.  

Select a durable, easy to clean and healthy countertop such as quartz.  Laminate coun-
tertops off -gas harmful chemicals and wood can spur mold growth.

Create layers of light for task, ambient and accent lighting.  This gives you safe lighting 
for preparing food while also making the kitchen warm and inviting.

Choose operable windows for fresh air and natural ventilation

Use windows, sunshades and light shelves to bring in natural light while controlling glare

Include multiple storage bins for toys, movies, books, and other clutter.  Incorporate 
storage into furniture to maximize space.

Bring nature inside with potted plants.  Plants reduce stress and increase happiness.

Choose a hardwood or linoleum fl oor for warmth, easy cleaning, and better air quality.

Provide task/reading light and low, calming light to create a warm but functional space
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BATHROOM

HOME OFFICE

WHOLE HOUSE

Create a separate toilet room to reduce the spread of germs to other parts of the 
bathroom

Bidets off er the most eff ective way to clean your body.  If short on space, install a bidet 
toilet seat that attaches to your toilet.

Install a no-threshold shower to eliminate a trip hazard

Choose a wall hung vanity to easily clean the fl oor below the cabinets

Choose ceramic tile with a high coeffi  cient of friction for a non-slip fl ooring material 

Select a standing desk to avoid sitting all day.  Standing desks encourage more move-
ment than sitting at a desk and are better for your health.

Provide daylight and views for natural light and a connection to nature while you work

Include multiple storage drawers and cabinets to organize and eliminate clutter

Incorporate patterns that mimic nature to create a calmer work environment

Select task and ambient lighting that adjusts color and brightness throughout the day 
to mimic sunlight

Build a tight building envelope (exterior walls, roof and foundation) with proper ther-
mal insulation, air tightness and waterproofi ng construction.  Refer to the Building 
Science Corporation website for guidance on construction details.

Design the house for cross ventilation by placing windows on opposite sides of a room.  
This allows for natural cooling and brings fresh air into your home.

Properly designed mechanical ventilation is a must for an air tight house.  Houses that 
don’t have enough mech. Ventilation will cause sickness and encourage mold growth.

Include safety lighting at frequently used nighttime areas like halls, stairs and bathrooms

Incorporate an air purifi er in your home to help clean out air borne toxins

BEDROOM
Place bedrooms on the east side of your house.  Waking up with the sun will help align 
your circadian rhythm, helping you sleep better and be more energized during the day
Use multi-temperature light bulbs like the Philips Hue to create warm orange light at 
night and cool blue light in the morning to align with your circadian rhythm

Choose soft blue or gray paint colors to create a calming space that encourages sleep

Choose a hardwood fl oor to reduce exposure to dust.  Air borne chemicals like fl ame 
retardants attach to dust, and the dust transfers the chemicals throughout your home.  
Eliminating carpet reduces the spread of harmful dust.
Keep curtains to a minimum because they collect dust and aff ect indoor air quality

Install door frames and fl ooring with zero or low profi le thresholds to remove a com-
mon tripping hazard
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